EXTERNALLY COMPATIBLE IDENTITIES OF ALGEBRAS
0. Let r: T--N U {o} be a type of algebras and [f } is a fateT mily of fundamental operation symbols, associated with r .
If K is a variety, of algebras of type r, we denote by E (K ) the set of all identities of type z satisfied in K .
For a set E of identities of type r , we denote by V(E) the variety of type r defined by E.
In this paper we introduce a new type of identities, namely so called externally compatible identities. If K is an idempotent variety of algebras or a variety of Boole' an algebras, then we describe algebras from the variety V(Ex(K)), where Ex(K) is the set of all externally compatible identities belonging to E(K). We also construct equational base of V(Ex(K)) if an equational base of K is given.
For a term type r we shall write ^(x^,. . . .x^) meaning that 0 is a term on variables x^,.. .
i.e. only variables from the set jx^ ,. . . .x^J (not necessarily all) occur in <j >.
Externally compatible identities
An identity <f > -y of type Z is called externally compatible if it is of the form
-345 -where x. is a variable, or of the form
where t e T and ... , ^>r(t) .j >fo' •' • ' fr(t) 1 are terms of t 5 r P e r '
For example, the identities x^ = x^, x^ + x^ -x^ + x^,
x l' x 2 + x 3 X A " X 5 + x 6 are externally compatible, but the identities Cx^+x^i-x^ -x i "*3 + + ' x i +x j' x 2 " x i are not externally compatible.
Note that (i) every identity provable by means of the set E of externally compatible identities is an externally compatible identity again.
Denote by ExCr) the set of alj externally compatible identities of type r .
Theorem 1.
An algebra U-(AjjfJtgT) belongs tq V(Ex(r)) iff for every te T there exist a fixed element C>t(A) in A such that
for every aQ,... ,ar(t)1 eA.
Proof. The necessity follows from the fact that the identity
belongs to ExCr), for each teT.
Since every realization of the left and right side of (2) in XL is equal to O^(A), the sufficiency follows.
(ii) The variety V(Ex(r)) is nondegenerate.
Proof. In fact, consider an algebra tt0 -({o,l};{f } ), * teT where for every t£ T and ag,... > a r(t) jt Awe have Then the algebra "UQ belongs to V(Ex(r)).
-346 -Theorem 2. For eve^y variety K of type r we have
Proof.
In fact,
Idempotent varieties
In the sequel we shall consider algebras without miliary fundamental operation, i.e. we assume 0£r(T).
A variety K will be called an idempotent variety, if for every t 6 T the identity f (x ,x ,.. . ,x) = x belongs to E(K). 
Proof
Assume UeV(Ex(K)). Let tQ be a fixed element of T.
We define a relation putting 
the relation ~ does not depend on the choice of t^. Obviously ~ is an equivalence relation. We prove that ~ is a congruence on U.
Let t ê T and a^, A, k e {l r(t)}. If a^t^, ke{l,.. .,,r(t)}, then by (c) f (a,.. . ,a) ) ,... and thus, by Theorem 1, the algebra {^tlteT^ belon 8 s to V(Ex(T)). By the convention ^t the end of section 0, we xan assume m -n.
We prove that (e) is satisfied in U . If (e) is of the form (1), then it holds true in li .
Let (e) be of the form (2) and let t be the index of the most external fundamental operation symbol in 0 and ifi.
Then, by (d), for a^ ,. . . ,a e A we have =
= C^C/Haj] .[aJJ) -/taj an).
Thus Ce) is satisfied in U and U belongs to V(Ex(K)).
Remark 2. If K is a variety defined by all identities f^Cx,. . . ,x) = x, then from Theorem 3 we obtain Theorem 1 from [l]• Now, given an equational base E of K, we construct an equatipnal base of V (Ex (K)).
Let t" be a fixed index from T. We define a set E* as follows:
() for every t,t'e T the identity
belongs to E .
If $ ° V belongs to E, then the identity f (0,... = f ¿y v) l 0 0 belongs to E. for every t e T the identity
belongs to E*.
C^) E* consists only of the identities described in (j^), (¡T^ > Theorem 4. If E is an equational base of an idempotent variety K, then E* is an equational base of V (Ex (. K ) ) .
Proof. We shall prove VCE*) = VCEx(K)). Obviously E* c Ex(K).
So V(Ex(K))CV(E*).
To prove the converse inclusion define a relation " in an algebra ZZ*= (A; jf } } belonging to V(E*) by putting belong to E(L).
We denote ff (x) = f If Cx)). Then we easily show that conditions l°-4° of Theorem 5 are satisfied.
